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choose between a graphical, a logical or device-oriented design to support
various work processes. reports such as terminal and wire diagrams or bills

of materials are automatically created for you to be used in downstream
project phases. thanks to its end-to-end unicode capability, the software

generates circuit diagrams and schematics in a wide variety of languages
based on your customised eplan electric p8 select price free databases

from schematics in chinese to bills of materials in russian. eplan software
must be used only for the project it was developed for. eplan has several
projects for the us and the far east. eplan for the far east is mainly for the
chinese market. this means that every project has a special license. there

are no licenses for the project. no just a warning. never happened. the
licence software to eplan9 does not work. when i tried to install the

software, i ended up getting the error that the software is already installed.
as a result, i tried to install the 64 bit version of the software, but this too

failed. the error message was: "can't open file. a problem with eplan
software". again, this did not happen. i used the 7.1 version of eplan. no

idea if there are better options. eplan7.1 works perfectly for me. i've been
using it for a while now. i haven't noticed anything wrong with it. but i'm
using it for the chinese market so it could be that i'm not using the latest
version. eplan 2 does not run on windows 2000. windows 2000 was not

supported by the company who developed the software. this was the first
version of eplan software. however, the software did not run on windows
2000. so, the company who developed the software discontinued support
for windows 2000. at that time, there was no software available to run on

windows 2000.
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